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Abstract—QR Codes are used as information chan-
nel on several cryptographic architectures due to their
technical properties, such as data capacity and retrieval
reliability. This paper presents a novel string data valida-
tion system using QR Codes and meaningless reversible
degradation. The proposed scheme exploits reversible
degradation properties, using the systematic Berlekamp
Reed-Solomon error correction algorithm and the QR
Code. This new mechanism encodes up to 388 characters
in two information channels: a dynamic version QR
Code (channel 1) and a wireless network (channel 2).
A byte mode QR Code stores partial corrupted and
masked data input bits. Its version size varies between 1
and 11 according the stored data quantity. The wireless
channel downloads a previous generated Reed-Solomon
redundancy file to correct the QR Code retrieved infor-
mation and decode the secret message. The QR Code
information is meaningless when scanned by a standard
QR Code reader. Compared to real-time retransmission
data validation systems, the proposed scheme reduces the
download data (channel 2) up to 50%.

Keywords-Data validation; QR Code; Reversible
Degradation; Reed-Solomon.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Quick-Response Code (QR Code) is a

monochromatic two-dimensional (2D) barcode. It was

originally proposed in 1994 by the Japanese company

Denso Wave Incorporated. The QR code [1] has been

widely used to store and retrieve real time data on e-

commerce, entertainment industry, social network, and

information security [2], [3], [4], [5]. Most applications

link the stored data to additional on-line server content

after being scanned, thus, the 2D barcode can be used

as a tool to obtain higher stored data [6], [7]. Figure 1

shows an example of a QR Code.

The QR Code standard has 40 versions. The first

version has 21 × 21 modules. For each version the size

of the modules increases by 4 × 4, reaching version

40, which is composed by 171 × 171 modules. QR

Codes also count with four Reed-Solomon (RS) error

correction levels: L - 7%, M - 15%, Q - 25%, and H

- 30% [1].

In general, printed QR Codes store data in a back-

end database, when scanned, the 2D barcode shows

an understandable plaintext string. As the QR code

standard is a public patent, the QR code message can

be read directly by any standard QR code reader. Such

QR Code feature results in privacy concerns when an

encoder tries to deliver private messages to a third part

using QR codes.

Fig. 1. Example of QR Code version 5, L error-correction level on
alphanumeric mode.

TABLE I
QR CODE STORAGE CAPACITY ON ECC LEVEL L [1].

Version
Data Capacity Mode

Numeric Alphanumeric Byte
1 41 25 17
3 127 77 53
5 255 154 106
7 370 224 154
9 552 335 230
11 772 468 321

Since a smartphone uses its camera and an image

processing software to retrieve data in a QR Code, a

QR Code print-scan channel does not consume online

bandwidth, which turns this technology into an off-line

data transfer system [5]. The decoding software can

be found on several applications for iOS or Android

operational systems, most of them only read numeric

and alphanumeric QR Codes.

The QR Code coding mode has to be considered

in order to take full advantage of its size and do not

waste modules on non-used bits. For example, if an

application needs to code 8-bits symbols, it should

use the byte mode to generate the QR Code. In this

case, alphanumeric mode is not suitable due to its

storage capacity of 6 bits per character [1] and the

application must use 2 alphanumeric characters for

each byte, wasting 4 remaining bits. Table I shows

numeric, alphanumeric, and byte mode store capacity

for ECC level L and versions 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11.

Reversible degradation is a method for digital data

exchange of perceptive nature multimedia content files

(such as audio, images, and video) [8]. The process

consists on degrading the digital file in such a way

that it becomes partially deteriorated, but it can still

be distinguished by the receiving party. The sender

becomes able to release it for validation without the

risk of deliver an unpaid valuable file. By making

the degradation process reversible, the receiver gets a

degraded copy, validates it, and then negotiates a key
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for recovering the original full-quality item. On the

original definition, reversible degradation is applied on

meaningful digital files, which are recognized by the

user.

Reversible degradation implementation is performed

using an Error Correction Code (ECC). An ECC deals

with controlling errors in data transmission over unre-

liable/noisy channels. ECCs have been widely studied

as the base for cryptographic algorithms [9], [10].

We introduce the concept of Meaningless Reversible

Degradation, which consists on generate redundancy

data from an ECC and purposely corrupt original data

to make it meaningless to a third party. The corrupted

information becomes meaningful when corrected by

the EEC using previous generated redundancy data.

Thus, the redundancy data is the key to recover the

original file.

By introducing data validation into the critical path

of data exchange, protocol designers can deploy au-

thorized exchange-based information applications for

generic bit streams. The ECC used in this work for

meaningless reversible degradation is a systematic

Berlekamp Reed-Solomon [11], suitable for digital

content.

In this paper we propose a two-channel data valida-

tion scheme using meaningless reversible degradation.

The first channel uses a printed QR Code, which

contains masked and corrupted data. The other channel

retrieves Reed-Solomon redundancy bytes through a

wireless network. This paper is divided as follows.

In Section II, we describe the data validation scheme

using a QR Code and Reed-Solomon error correction

algorithm. In Section III, we show the results of the

proposed system. Finally, in Section IV we present our

conclusions.

II. MEANINGLESS REVERSIBLE DEGRADATION

DATA VALIDATION SCHEME

The proposed data validation scheme is designed to

encode c ≤ 388 characters, which might be used to de-

scribe properties of an item to be certified. We believe

that 388 characters are enough information amount to

describe any object property, such as personal identi-

fications, vehicle titles, and commerce products.

The c characters input are mapped on their corre-

spondent bits using the 7-bit American Standard Code

for Information Interchange (ASCII) table. The product

description could have several information fields. Our

propose use the character “&” to concatenate the filled

fields and avoid non-instantaneous decode between

them.

Our propose use the byte mode QR Code generation

to display the lowest QR Code version and size. The

characters ASCII table bits are concatenated generating

y bytes, which can use padding bits when y is divisible

by 8. This value is shown in Equation 1.

y =

{
7·c
8 , if 7 · c mod 8 = 0;

7·c+8−7·c mod 8
8 , if 7 · c mod 8 �= 0.

(1)

Meaningless reversible degradation is used on the

first 2 bits of each y bytes, which are concatenated to

generate k bytes and use padding when there are no

enough bits to form the last byte. Figure 2 and Equation

2 show the selection process to generate k bytes.

k =

{
7·y
8 , if 7 · y mod 8 = 0;

7·y+8−7·y mod 8
8 , if 7 · y mod 8 �= 0.

(2)

Byte 1 Byte y

…

k bits =              … |

b8.yb8.y-1b8b7b6b5b4b3b2

b2

b1

b1 b8.y-6b8.y-7

b8.y-2b8.y-3b8.y-4b8.y-5b8.y-6b8.y-7

|||

Fig. 2. Input k bits selection.

An identification (ID) sequence is generated using

the SHA-256 hash function over the k bytes and

generates a 64 hexadecimal string [12]. This ID works

as storage address for further redundancy retrieval. A

RS decoder can correct up to t symbols that contain

errors in a codeword. Equation 3 shows how t is

determined.

t = (n− k)/2. (3)

The k bytes are the Reed-Solomon data input to

generate the redundancy bytes, which are equal to 2×k
in order to correct the k information symbols. Equation

4 shows the generated RS(n,k) symbols.

RS(n, k) = [I1 · · · Ik RS1 · · ·RS2×k], (4)

where Ik is the kth information symbol and RS2k is

the 2× kth parity symbol.

The primitive polynomial used in the generation of

redundancy bytes is shown in Equation 5.

p(D) = D8 +D4 +D3 +D2 + 1. (5)

After encoding the k bytes on the RS encoder, the k
bits are deleted to execute the meaningless reversible

degradation. Four out of the 6 remaining bits of each

y byte are masked with the 8 × (n − k) redundancy

bits. The masking is computed using the One-Time

Pad algorithm and matches the amount of bits due to

4y ≤ 2k× 8 and k ∼= 2y/8. The 2 less significant bits

of each byte are plaintext. Figure 3 shows the masking

process.

Byte 1 Byte y

…

…

+ Xor Xor
Redundancy

 bits

Partially

Encrypted
bits

Redundancy 
bits

+

Partially

Encrypted
bits

b8b7b6b5b4b3b2b1

r1 r2 r3 r4 r(n-k)8r(n-k)8-1r(n-k)8-2
r
(n-k)8-3

c1 c2 c3 c4 ccccb8b7

b8.yb8.y-1b8.y-2b8.y-3b8.y-4b8.y-5b8.y-6b8.y-7

(n-k)8(n-k)8-1(n-k)8-2(n-k)8-3
b8.yb8.y-1

Fig. 3. One-Time Pad masking process.

The amount of encoded characters are represented in

2 bytes, which are concatenated with the 32 SHA-256

bytes and the resulting bytes from Figure 3. The entire



encoded message is stored in a QR Code on byte mode.

The total b bytes are stored in the QR Code, which is

shown in Equation 6.

b =

{
6·y
8 + 32 + 2 , if 6 · y mod 8 = 0;

6·y+8−6·y mod 8
8 + 32 + 2, if 6 · y mod 8 �= 0.

(6)

The QR Code is printed and sticked on the desired

product after the encoding process. Redundancy bytes

are stored in a remote server. It is worth to note that

the efficiency of retransmission is up to 50% of the

original message. Equation 7 shows the efficiency of

redundancy file download against an entire message

retransmission.

e = 1− 2k

y
, (7)

where k ∼= y/4, resulting on e ∼= 50%.

The decoding software reads the QR Code and iden-

tifies the item to be validated using its ID, and retrieves

the corresponding redundancy bytes. The proposed

algorithm use the n − k redundancy bytes to decode

the One-Time Pad ciphered bits and retrieves the k
bytes using the RS decoding process, which is able to

retrieve the k bytes from the n−k = 2×k redundancy

bytes. Finally, the original message is shown and data

is validated.

III. RESULTS

The proposed architecture encodes any product de-

scription up to 388 characters. Only an authorized

agent can read the encoded message through the

download of the redundancy data. Any other regular

QR Code reader is no able to decode the QR Code

message due to the QR Code Byte encoding mode, the

reversible degradation erasing mode, and the masking

process present in the proposed solution.

We created an application called Easy Tracking to

test the proposed system. We tested a set of 50 QR

Codes on versions between 1 and 11, and ECC levels

“L” and “H”. The tested QR Codes were shown on

printed on A4 paper and screen mirror. Due to the

reading robustness of the QR Code decoder, all tested

QR Codes were successfully read and their information

was retrieved.

As a result example, a vehicle information was

filled in 23 different fields. The input message has 272

characters and is represented by the following string:

“12315616516&ABC1234&DF&131321313131313&

Car&Flex&Renault&Fluence&2017&2017&4&89&

Particular&Dourado&123.456.678-90&Lucas

Feitosa de Freitas&teste123@gmail.com&(99)

99999-9999&12345678900&JOSE FRAN-

CISCO CARLOS&MARIA DE LUZ DA

SILVA&23/06/1995&Setor Hoteleiro Norte Quadra

8&”.

The 272 encoded characters generates y = 238, k =
60, n − k = 120, and b = 213 bytes. The generated

QR Code is on version 9 (53 × 53 modules) and L

error-correction level. This version size stores up to

230 bytes (See Table I). In this case, the QR Code

stores 213 bytes. Figure 4 shows the QR Code capture

image before the final message illustration and Figure 5

shows the retrieved message before its final illustration.

Fig. 4. QR Code retrieving information process.

Fig. 5. QR Code retrieving information process.

Figure 6 shows a vehicle information for verification

after decoding the k RS information bytes and retrieve

the final secret message. The prototype follows the

reverse encoding process. In other words, it computes

the following steps:



TABLE II
EFFICIENCY RESULTS.

c y k n b e
78 69 18 54 86 47.83%
111 98 25 75 108 48.98%
155 136 34 102 135 50.00%
199 175 44 132 166 49.71%
232 203 51 153 187 49.75%
276 242 61 183 216 49.59%
320 280 70 210 244 50.00%
388 340 85 255 289 50.00%

1) Capture the QR Code using the software proto-

type.

2) Get the Hash-ID and the stored byte length.

3) Download from the server the redundancy asso-

ciated with the Hash-ID.

4) Use the redundancy bits to decrypt the One-Time

Pad message according Figure 3.

5) Use the redundancy bits to generate the k bytes

using the RS decoding process.

6) Show the secret message c.

Fig. 6. Retrieved secret message.

The transmission of the redundancy file is up to

50% the size of an entire message retransmission.

The efficiency shown in Equation 7 was computed for

different c characters. Table II shows some cases.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a novel meaningless

reversible degradation method for product description

validation. This method explores the Reed-Solomon

reversible degradation capacity and the QR Code byte

mode structure.

The message uses the Reed-Solomon redundancy

bytes to partially encrypt the message with the One-

Time Pad algorithm. The encrypted data is concate-

nated with a Hash-ID and a 2 byte header with the

amount of bytes on the QR Code on byte mode. Fi-

nally, the encoded message is printed on the QR Code.

A smartphone application was developed as prototype.

This prototype reads the QR Code, get the Hash-ID

and the stored byte length. Then, it downloads from

the server a redundancy file, which is associated with

the Hash-ID, and use the redundancy bits to decrypt

the One-Time Pad message. Then, the software use

the redundancy bits to generate a part of the encoded

message using the RS decoding process. Finally, it

shows the secret message.

The advantage of this propose is that the transmis-

sion of RS redundancy bytes requires up to 50% band-

width compared to an entire message retransmission. In

addition, it preserves on secret the stored information

on the QR Code. In other words, the QR Code is

meaningless to any standard QR Code reader. Only

an authorized part, which has the software prototype

and is able to download the redundancy file, can read

the message and validate the product information.
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